
Microsoft Security Cyber Range Deployment: 
1 Week Implementation

Includes: 

• Microsoft 365 E5 Security deployment
• Azure Sentinel Integration
• Cloud backup and  security software
• Proactive Co-Managed  IT security management
• Included Cyber Range training (required for CMMC ML2 and above)



Microsoft Security Cyber Range Deployment: 8 
Week Implementation

KAMIND Security infrastructure utilizing Into The Breach Project Ares Cyber 
Range training.  Assisting SecOp Teams of all levels address rapidly changing 
threats, tactics, and tools.

These are our Managed security programs and training your teams with 
our Project Ares Cyber Range tools*. With KAMIND’s approach to Cyber 
deployment and training, your SecOps team is set up for success. 

Today’s aggressive attacks require not only an update to the security 
solution in your environment but also training for the security teams so 
they can adequately defend against threats utilizing:

• *The Addition of Project Ares Cyber Range Training. Project Ares is 
designed to appeal to the learning style of the next generation. Users 
can quickly and easily add new missions to address rapidly changing 
threats, tactics, and tools.



A security program is a process 
and not a product. Therefore, 
we go through a multi-phase 
approach to train and help your 
team to get to the next level all 
designed around the Microsoft 
365 E5 suite.  We build out the 
Microsoft Defender for Office 
365 and Microsoft Defender for 
Azure and deploy Azure 
Sentinel  allowing your team to 
work together to protect your 
environment.

Phase 1

Security workshop to explain the Microsoft Security subscriptions to your team. 
Our workshop is a single day activity where we walk your security team through 
configured Microsoft environments, and we analyze your current environment to 
discover the areas that may not be configured according to the best-known methods.  
Once we complete the workshop, we build an assessment document that is used by 
the security implementation team to deploy the security environment for your 
company. 

Phase 2
Train your team in our Microsoft 365 E5 Cyber Range.
Now that we have completed the security build out for you, the next step is to train 
your team in our Cyber Range  following the Microsoft Kill chain on how to best 
understand the threats and how to combat them.  We train your team in 4 different 
areas.  This prepares your teams with hands-on experiences to successfully thwart 
any real attacks.



Client Case Studies/Solution Success Stories

VIBRANT TABLE GROUP

Working with KAMIND IT, a Microsoft Partner Network member, the VT Group has 
equipped employees with a flexible suite of communications tools that lets them 
stay in touch from anywhere, anytime, from any device. Planners, kitchen staff, event 
managers, and servers use cloud-based email, instant messaging, and document-
sharing to create great ideas, execute them to a tee, and solve glitches immediately. 
With the Microsoft Office 365 “pay as you use” pricing model, VT Group shrinks and 
expands its licenses to match its seasonal business, saving money that it can redirect 
to expanding its business and amazing customers.

MCGEE WEALTH MANAGEMENT

KAMIND acted as an extension of the PBS Engineering and Environmental IT team to 
address this gap/need. KAMIND brought their knowledge of Microsoft Office 365, 
VOIP for Teams to assist and improve Microsoft Teams Voice/Calling deployment and 
support. The configuration deployed was to have an operator’s console in place that 
will manage the Teams VOIP infrastructure and assist on call routing to different 
users’ extensions. The Teams configuration was to be built on a set of call queues 
that the call is forwarded to after reaching the auto attendant or the operator's 
console.
HEMATOLOGY ONCOLOGY ASSOCIATES

KAMIND IT proposed Hematology Oncology Associates PC to the KAMIND KAM-Fort 
Security services. This will build an intelligent security landscape and a strategy that 
addresses the foundational principles of modern workplace security. KAMIND's 
proposal covers the basic onboarding of the client to the KAM-Fort Security Plan. 
This creates a Microsoft Office 365 Azure Cloud Solution and integrates devices 
(Laptops/desktops) into the Office 365/Azure Security environment.



Contact KAMIND IT Today to learn more about Project Ares 
running in the Azure cloud with 24×7 availability, global access, 
and infinite cyber range scalability.

Call for more information: (503) 726-5933
Ask a question via email: info@kamind.com
Learn more: www.kamind.com

mailto:info@kamind.com
http://www.kamind.com/

